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Abstract—Object proposal generation methods have been
widely applied to many computer vision tasks. However, exist-
ing object proposal generation methods often suffer from the
problems of motion blur, low contrast, deformation, etc., when
they are applied to video related tasks. In this paper, we propose
an effective and highly accurate target-specific object proposal
generation (TOPG) method, which takes full advantage of the
context information of a video to alleviate these problems. Specif-
ically, we propose to generate target-specific object proposals by
integrating the information of two important objectness cues:
colors and edges, which are complementary to each other for
different challenging environments in the process of generating
object proposals. As a result, the recall of the proposed TOPG
method is significantly increased. Furthermore, we propose an
object proposal ranking strategy to increase the rank accuracy of
the generated object proposals. The proposed TOPG method has
yielded significant recall gain (about 20%-60% higher) compared
with several state-of-the-art object proposal methods on several
challenging visual tracking datasets. Then, we apply the proposed
TOPG method to the task of visual tracking and propose a
TOPG-based tracker (called as TOPGT), where TOPG is used
as a sample selection strategy to select a small number of high-
quality target candidates from the generated object proposals.
Since the object proposals generated by the proposed TOPG
cover many hard negative samples and positive samples, these
object proposals can not only be used for training an effective
classifier, but also be used as target candidates for visual tracking.
Experimental results show the superior performance of TOPGT
for visual tracking compared with several other state-of-the-art
visual trackers (about 3%-11% higher than the winner of the
VOT2015 challenge in term of distance precision).
Index Terms—Target-specific, Object Proposal Generation,
Visual Tracking, Convolutional Neural Network.
I. INTRODUCTION
OBJECT proposal generation methods aim to generate asmall number of object proposals (i.e., bounding boxes)
to guide the search for objects in images. Since the compu-
tational complexity of locating an object can be significantly
reduced by focusing only on the generated object proposals
(instead of the bounding boxes with all possible positions
and scales obtained by using the sliding window strategy),
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An Effective Target-specific Object Proposal
Generation Method for Visual Tracking
Abstract—Object proposal generatio methods have been wide-
ly applied to many co puter vision tasks. However, existing
object proposal generation methods often suffer from the prob-
lems of motion blur, low contrast, deformation, and so on, when
they are applied to video related computer vision tasks. In this
paper, we propose an effective and highly accurate target-specific
object proposal generation (TOPG) method, which takes full
advantage of the context information of a video to alleviate these
problems. Specifically, we propose to generate target-specific
object proposals by integrating the information of two important
objectness cues: colors and edges, which are complementary to
each other for different ch llenging environments in the process
of generating object proposals. A a result, the recall of the
proposed TOPG method is significantly increased. Furthermore,
we further p opose an object proposal ranking strategy to
increase th rank accu a y of the generated object p op sals.
The proposed TOPG method has yielded significant recall gain
(about 20%-60% higher) compared with several state-of-the-art
object proposal methods on several challenging visual tracking
datasets. Then, we apply the proposed TOPG method to the task
of visual tracking as a sample selection strategy by generating
object proposals. Since the object proposals generated by the
proposed TOPG method cover many hard negative samples and
positive samples, these object proposals can not only be used
for training an effective classifier, but also be used as target
candidates for visual tracking. Experimental results show the
superior performance of the proposed TOPG method for visual
tracking compared with several other state-of-t e-art visual
trackers (about 3%-11% higher than the winner of the VOT2015
challenge in term of distance precision).
Index Terms—Target-specific, Obj ct Proposal Generation,
Visual Tracking, Convolutional Neural Network.
I. INTRODUCTION
OBJECT proposal generation method aim to generate asmall number of object proposals (i.e., bounding boxes)
to guide the search for objects. Since the computat on l
complexity of locating an bject can be significantly reduced
by focusing only on the generated object proposals (instead
of the bounding boxes with all possible positions and scales
obtained by using the popular sliding window strategy), object
proposal generatio methods have b en widely applied to
object detection [1], [2], visual tracking [3], [4], [5] and
other computer vision tasks [6]. Usually, object proposals
are generated by using eit er the color cue or the edge
cue. Representative methods include Selective Search [7] and
EdgeB xes [8]. However, it is difficult to achi ve high recall
when only one cue is used. For example, the color based object
proposal generation methods may be less effective when they
are applied to gray images. And the edge based object proposal
generation methods may not work well when an object has
weak edges. Recently, several deep learning based object
(a1) (b1) (c1)
(a2) (b2) (c2)
Fig. 1: Illustration of the proposed target-specific object pro-
posal generation method to generate object proposals on two
test images (in the first and second rows, respectively). (a1)
and (a2) The specified targets. (b1/b2)-(c1/c2) The top ten
object proposals obtained by the proposed TOPG method on
the two test images for each specified target.
proposal generation methods [9], [10] have been developed.
However, these methods usually have a large computational
burden. In addition, existing object proposal generation meth-
ods may fail to obtain target regions when they are applied to
the task of visual tracking, since the targets in a video often
suffer from the problems of motion blur, low contrast, etc.
Moreover, most of existing object proposal generation methods
are usually designed to generate object proposals for complete
objects instead of arbitrary parts of object regions, which limits
their applications to visual tracking.
In this paper, we propose a novel target-specific object
proposal generation (TOPG) method, which is specially de-
signed for the task of visual tracking. We explore multiple
cues to generate object proposals for a given target, by which
the recall of the target obtained by the proposed TOPG
method is significantly increased compared with that obtained
by several existing object proposal generation methods. We
further propose an object proposal ranking strategy to rank the
generated object proposals by using multiple prior information
of the given target. The proposed object proposal ranking
strategy can effectively suppress noisy object proposals, which
do not cover the target. As a result, when the specified number
of ranked object proposals are used for evaluation, the accu-
racy obtained by the proposed TOPG method is significantly
increased while the recall obtained by the proposed TOPG
method is retained. Given a target, the proposed TOPG method
Fig. 1. Illustration of the proposed target-specific object proposal generation
method to generate object proposals on two different test images (in the first
and second rows, respectively). (a1)/(a2) The specified targets. (b1/b2) and
(c1/c2) The top ten object proposals obtained by the proposed TOPG method
on two test images for each specified target.
object proposal generation methods have been widely applied
to object detection [1], [2], visual tracking [3], [4], [5] and
other computer vision tasks [6], [7]. Usually, object proposals
are generated by using either the color cue or the edge
cue. Representative methods include Selective Search [8] and
EdgeBoxes [9]. However, it is difficult to achieve high recall
when only one cue is used. For example, the color based
object proposal generation methods may be less effective
when they are appli d to gray images. And the edge bas d
bject proposal g neration m thods may not work well w en
objects have w ak edges. R cently, several deep learning
based object proposal generation m thods [10], [11] have
been developed. However, these methods usually have a large
computational burden. In addition, existing object proposal
generation methods may fail to obtain target regions when
they are applied to the task of visual tracking, since the
targets in a video often suffer from the problems of motion
blur, low contrast, occlusion, etc. Moreover, most of existing
object proposal generation methods are usually designed to
generate object proposals for complete objects instead of parts
of objects, which limits their applications to visual tracking.
In this paper, we propose a novel target-specific object
proposal generation (TOPG) method, which is specially de-
signed for the task of visual tracking. The proposed method
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uses multiple cues to generate object proposals for a given
target, by which the recall is significantly increased compared
with several existing object proposal generation methods.
We also propose a ranking strategy to rank the generated
object proposals by using multiple prior information of a
specified target. The proposed ranking strategy can effectively
suppress noisy object proposals. As a result, when a fixed
number of ranked object proposals are used for evaluation,
the accuracy can be significantly increased while the recall
can be satisfactorily retained. In other words, the proposed
method can effectively recall correct instances even when these
target instances suffer from bad conditions like motion blur,
deformation, low contrast and occlusions.
In this paper, two commonly used objectness cues, i.e.
color and edge, are jointly utilized to generate target-specific
object proposals in the proposed TOPG method. Probability
distributions of the pixels in a target region and those in the
background are respectively estimated using a non-parametric
density estimation method. We then estimate the probability
of each pixel belonging to the target region, by which the
response map of a test image is generated. Since the response
map is generated based on the color information, it is less
affected by weak edges. When we make use of the edges de-
tected from the original image as well as the above-mentioned
response map to generate object proposals, the target recall
can be significantly increased compared to the approaches
that use the edges extracted from the original image. At
last, we propose to use the combined affinity of shape, color
and size between a generated object proposal and the given
target to rank all the generated object proposals. Fig. 1 shows
a number of best-ranked object proposals selected by the
proposed TOPG method. Fig. 1 (a1) and (a2) respectively
show two specified targets. The top ten ranked object proposals
corresponding to the two given targets on two different test
images are respectively shown in (b1)/(c1) and (b2)/(c2) in
Fig. 1. As can be seen, the targets can be effectively recalled
by using the proposed TOPG method.
Since the object proposals generated by the proposed TOPG
can effectively cover the target specified by a user, we propose
a TOPG-based tracker (call as TOPGT) following the tracking-
by-detection framework. Unlike the conventional trackers [3],
[4], [5] that adopt the Edgebox algorithm, our TOPGT directly
uses the object proposals generated by the TOPG method.
The new TOPGT tracker can effectively boost the tracking
performance since the TOPG method can obtain more accurate
object proposals to train its classifier and thus achieve higher
recall than the conventional Edgebox-based trackers. Besides,
a classifier trained by the object proposals generated by TOPG
has strong discriminative power for tracking since these pro-
posals usually suggest similar objects, including hard positive
samples (e.g., deformed samples and occluded samples) and
hard negative samples (e.g., similar objects in background).
Another superior capability of the proposed TOPGT is its
robustness for long-term tracking. This is because the object
proposals adopted by TOPGT are inherently robust for scale
variations, occlusions, and appearance changes.
The main contributions of this work are summarized as
follows: We propose a novel target-specific object proposal
generation (TOPG) method. In comparison with existing state-
of-the-art object proposal generation methods, our TOPG
method can achieve the best recall rate. In addition, the TOPG
method can generate high-quality object proposals since these
proposals contain better hard negative samples for training.
Thus, we can use these samples to train a more robust
classifier for visual tracking. We also theoretically analyze the
superiority of the proposed TOPG method over several object
proposal generation methods for visual tracking. Extensive
experiments conducted on two challenging visual tracking
datasets (i.e., OTB-2013 [12] and UAV20L [13]) demonstrate
that the proposed TOPGT outperforms several state-of-the-art
trackers.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II gives an overview of several existing object proposal genera-
tion methods and several related trackers. Section III represents
the details of the proposed TOPG method. Moreover, the
details of how the proposed TOPG method is applied to the
task of visual tracking are also given. Section IV describes
the experimental results obtained by TOPG for object pro-
posal generation and the experimental results obtained by the
proposed TOPG-based tracker on several challenging visual
tracking datasets. Section V draws the conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we first discuss several representative object
proposal generation methods. Then, we discuss several related
visual trackers.
Object Proposal Generation Methods. Existing object
proposal generation methods can be roughly divided into two
categories according to the way of generating object proposals.
The first category of the object proposal generation methods
are based on image segmentation, and these methods treat
different image segments as object proposals. For example,
Selective Search [8] generates image segments by using a
superpixel segmentation algorithm in different color spaces,
and then greedily merges the segments to generate object
proposals. MCG [14] introduces a multi-scale hierarchical
segmentation algorithm to segment images based on edges,
and then merges the generated segments based on the edge
strength. Usually, the object proposals are finally ranked
by using multiple objectness cues, such as size, location,
shape and edge strength. Many image segmentation based
object proposal generation methods (such as Geodesic [15],
CPMC [16], Chang [17] and CM [18]) follow this scheme.
However, due to the highly computational complexity of the
employed image segmentation algorithms, these segmentation
based object proposal generation methods are usually time-
consuming.
The second category of the object proposal generation meth-
ods are to assign different scores to different object proposals.
These methods sample a large number of candidate windows
and utilize the scoring functions to give each candidate win-
dow a score. These methods usually have a faster running
speed compared with the first category of object proposal
generation methods. EdgeBoxes [9], Cascaded SVM [19],
FCN [20], OOP [21] and BING [22] are several representative
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methods of this category. The EdgeBoxes algorithm is closely
related to the proposed TOPG method. The scoring function
of the EdgeBoxes algorithm is heuristically formulated based
on the number of edges contained in a candidate window.
Thus, EdgeBoxes usually gives a high score to a candidate
window, which contains a large number of edges. However,
EdgeBoxes may fail to locate objects that have weak edges.
The proposed TOPG method can overcome this drawback by
using complementary cues (i.e., color/intensity and edge cues).
The response map corresponding to a test image is firstly
obtained by estimating the probability of each pixel in the test
image belonging to a tracked target using the color/intensity
cue. The target in the resulting response map usually has
strong edges even when the target suffers from the problems
of motion blur, low contrast and so on. Then, object proposals
are generated by TOPG on both the response map and the test
image by using the edge cue to recall the target. Moreover,
the Cascaded SVM, FCN and BING methods usually generate
object proposals for a complete object instead of a part of the
object, which limits their applications to the task of visual
tracking. In contrast, the proposed TOPG method can be used
to generate object proposals for an arbitrary part of a target
region.
Visual Tracking Methods. Tracking-by-detection methods
have shown good performance in recent years. The goal
of the tracking-by-detection methods is to use an effective
classifier, which is trained by using online learning techniques,
to detect a tracked target. Representative works are TLD [23],
Struck [24], KCF [25], MDNet [26], GM [27], etc. However, it
is tricky to select samples in the process of training a classifier
in the tracking-by-detection framework, since the trade-off
between computational cost and good performance needs to be
considered. Recently, correlation filter based tracking methods
(such as [28], [25], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33]) have shown
promising performance for visual tracking. Usually, these
methods train a bank of filters as a classifier from all the shifts
of a target within only a few milliseconds, since the shifts of
the target can be represented by one base target in the Fourier
domain using the properties of the circulant matrices [34].
Moreover, due to the success of CNN on many computer
vision tasks, CNN features have been applied to correla-
tion filter based methods (such as C-COT [35], ECO [36],
FCNT [37], HCF [38], TPM [39], etc.). These methods have
been demonstrated effective for visual tracking. In addition,
several visual tracking methods based on CNN have been
proposed, such as [39], [26]. For example, MDNet [26]
proposes a multi-domain learning strategy to train a CNN
classifier based on a set of image sequences, where the trained
CNN classifier can effectively discriminate the tracked target
from the background. However, MDNet may easily drift when
similar objects appear in neighboring regions, since the CNN
classifier used in MDNet is trained by using the samples drawn
from the specified Gaussian distribution without considering of
other training samples, such as distractors and similar objects.
SANet [40] improves the discriminative ability of the CNN
classifier used in MDNet. SANet is able to handle similar
distractors by modeling the self-structure of an object with a
recurrent neural network. However, both MDNet and SANet
suffer from the problem that similar distractors are hard to
be sampled during training the CNN classifier. In contrast,
the proposed TOPG method can be treated as an effective
sample selection strategy for the task of visual tracking. More
specifically, the proposed TOPG method can be seamlessly
integrated into the above trackers, where the problem of
sample selection is formulated as the problem of target-specific
object proposal generation, and the tracking problem is treated
as the task of selecting the best object proposal from the object
proposals generated by TOPG.
III. TARGET-SPECIFIC OBJECT PROPOSAL GENERATION
In this section, we first provide the details of the proposed
TOPG method in Sec. III-A. Then, we provide the details of
the proposed object proposal ranking strategy in Sec. III-B.
In Sec. III-C, we show how the proposed TOPG method is
applied to the task of visual tracking.
A. Target-specific Object Proposal Generation via Multiple
Cues
Existing object proposal generation methods use either
edge or contour information to generate object proposals
since these features have the virtue of high computational
efficiency. However, video frames usually contain weak edges
due to motion blur, low contrast, cluttered background, etc.
Conventional object proposal generation methods may not be
able to generate appropriate object proposals for objects with
weak edges. Therefore, we propose to use two complementary
cues, i.e. color (or intensity for gray images) and edge [41],
[18], to generate object proposals. The detailed procedure of
the proposed TOPG method is illustrated in Fig. 2. Given a
bounding box in the first row of Fig. 2(a), which contains a
target region (in the blue color) and the background region
(in the pink color), the probability distributions of the target
and the background are respectively estimated and shown in
the second row of Fig. 2(a). Then a response map (shown in
the second row of Fig. 2(b)) is generated by calculating the
probability of each pixel in the target region. The response map
is complementary to the original image for generating object
proposals by using the edge information, since the resulting
response map is produced by using the color information and
it can highlight the target specified by a user. Fig. 2(c) shows
the edges detected from the original bounding box (top) and its
corresponding response map (bottom), respectively. It shows
that the edges detected from the response map are stronger and
they can better highlight the target. We then propose to collect
object proposals based on the edges generated in the original
bounding box and the response map (which are respectively
shown in Fig. 2(d)). Fig. 2(e)-(g) illustrate how these proposals
are ranked. The whole procedure is elaborated as follows.
In order to avoid mislabeling the pixels from a target and
the surrounding background when computing their probability
distributions, each training image is partitioned into three
regions: a definite foreground, a definite background and a
blended region (where the pixels from the target and the
background are mixed). As shown by the green region in the
first row of Fig. 2(a), the blended region is a hollow rectangle
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(c)(b)(a) (d) (e) (f)
Shape 
Similarity
Color 
Similarity
Size 
Similarity
Collected
Proposals
(g)
Estimate p*(F|x) Generate Object Proposals Re-rank Object Proposals Output
Fig. 2. The framework of the proposed TOPG method. (a) Estimating the probability distributions (shown in the second row) of the pixels from the foreground
and those from the background by using the tri-map (shown in the first row) of an input image, respectively. (b) The test image (top) and its response map
(bottom). (c) The edges obtained from the test image and the response map, respectively. (d) The generated object proposals based on the obtained edges.
(e)-(f) Ranking the object proposals by using the proposed object proposal ranking strategy. (g) The top-ten ranked object proposals obtained by the proposed
TOPG method.
(in the green color) whose height/width is γ (1 < γ < 2)
times the height/width of the target, where a part of the
blended region is from the target and the remaining part is
from the background. The definite foreground and the definite
background are the region inside (in the blue color) and the
region outside (in the pink color) of the hollow rectangle (i.e.,
the blended region), respectively. Let xf and xb respectively
denote the pixels from the definite foreground (i.e., the target)
F and the pixels from the definite background B. Given xf
and xb, the probability distribution of xf (denoted by pf )
and the probability distribution of xb (denoted by pb) are
respectively estimated by using the histogram of xf and that
of xb. Given a test image x, the probability of each pixel of the
test image belonging to the foreground can be approximated
as follows.
p∗(F |x) = p
f (x)
pf (x) + pb(x)
. (1)
Since the appearances of a target and the background may
change in the task of visual tracking, the probability distri-
butions pf (x) and pb(x) (written as pf/b(x) for simplicity)
are updated every κ frames. It can be written as pf/bm (x) =
λp
f/b
m (x) + (1 − λ)pf/bm−κ(x), where λ is a learning rate,
and m denotes the index of the current video frame. Such
an updating scheme can be used to correctly estimate the
probability distributions when the appearances of the target
and the background change.
The response map is produced by using Eq. (1) on each
pixel in the test image. Although the response map may
contain several false predictions, it can efficiently suppress
most of the noisy information from the background and
highlights the target (see Fig. 3). Thus, the response map can
be used to generate high-quality object proposals. Inspired by
the EdgeBoxes [9] and gPb-owt-ucm [42] methods, we use
the information of edges to quickly generate object proposals.
The structured edge detector [43], due to its effectiveness
and efficiency, is employed to detect edges. To obtain all
possible object proposals for the target, the original image
is also used to detect edges. The response map and the
original image are complementary to each other for detecting
strong edges. The edges in the target region obtained from
the original image may contain uninformative weak edges
when the target suffers from the problems of motion blur, low
contrast, background clutter, and so on. However, the edges
obtained from the response map usually contain the strong
edges of the target. Fig. 3 shows a qualitative comparison of
the edge images detected from three original images (shown
in Fig. 3(a1)/(b1)/(c1), respectively) and their response maps
(shown in Fig. 3(a2)/(b2)/(c2), respectively). The edge images
detected on the corresponding input images and response maps
are shown in the second row of Fig. 3. As can be seen, the edge
images detected from the response maps effectively highlight
the targets.
EdgeBoxes is adopted in this paper to generate object
proposals. EdgeBoxes generates object proposals based on
the observation that the number of contours enclosed by a
bounding box is a likelihood of the bounding box containing
an object. In the implementation of EdgeBoxes, a value
(denoted as µ ∈ [0, 1]) that indicates whether an edge is
contained in a bounding box, is calculated. Then the score of
an object proposal ρ is defined by using the normalized sum
of all the µ values in the bounding box. The score ρ, which
measures how likely a bounding box contains an object, is used
in the proposed object proposal ranking strategy as the shape
affinity between an object proposal and a specified target.
To generate target-specific object proposals, we integrate
the EdgeBoxes algorithm, which is only used to generate
object proposals, into the proposed TOPG method. Other
scoring-based object proposal generation methods can also be
integrated into our method. However, the recall achieved by
our method is higher than that achieved by existing scoring-
based methods. A further analysis about why our method
achieves higher recall than other scoring-based methods is
elaborated in Appendix A.
B. Target-specific Proposal Ranking Strategy
As discussed in Section III-A, high target recall can be
achieved by generating object proposals on the search area
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(a1) (a2) (b1) (b2) (c1) (c2)
(a3) (a4) (b3) (b4) (c3) (c4)
Fig. 3. The comparison of the edge images obtained from the original images and their response maps. (a1)/(b1)/(c1) The three input images. (a2)/(b2)/(c2)
The corresponding response maps. (a3)/(b3)/(c3) and (a4)/(b4)/(c4) The edge images detected on the input images and the response maps, respectively.
TABLE I
THE STRUCTURE OF THE CNN NET USED IN THE PROPOSED TRACKER.
Layer Layer1 Layer2 Layer3 Layer4 Layer5 Layer6 Layer7 Layer8 Layer9
Net1 C(7, 2, 3, 96) P(2, 2) C(5, 2, 96, 256) P(2, 3) C(3, 1, 256, 512) C(3, 1, 512, 512) F(512) F(512) F(2)
containing a target in both the test image and its corre-
sponding response map. However, it is possible to generate
many redundant object proposals. Therefore, we propose an
object proposal ranking strategy to rank all generated object
proposals, by which high recall can be retained when a small
number of top-ranked object proposals are used for evaluation.
The proposed ranking strategy ranks all generated object
proposals based on a set of affinity values, which are calculated
between each object proposal and the target region using three
cues, including shape, color, and size.
Shape affinity. Since the likelihood of the number of
contours enclosed by a bounding box ρ (used in EdgeBoxes)
can be treated as a shape score, the shape affinity value si,t
between the ith object proposal and a target region τt is defined
as:
si,t = e
(−|ρi−ρt|), (2)
where ρi and ρt respectively denote the shape score of the ith
proposal and the target.
Color affinity. The color affinity ci,t between the ith object
proposal and the target can be computed by using a response
map. The mean of all the values of the pixels from the region
of the response map, which corresponds to the ith object
proposal, is computed as the color affinity value between the
ith object proposal and the target.
Size affinity. The target size is also key prior information
and it can be used to filter out oversized or undersized object
proposals. Similar to the definition of the shape affinity, the
size affinity value zi,t between the ith proposal and the target
is defined as:
zi,t = e
(−|wi−wt|) · e(−|hi−ht|), (3)
where wi/hi and wt/ht respectively denote the width/height of
the ith object proposal and the target.
Since the above three affinities are independent to each
other, the combined affinity value ai,t between the ith proposal
and the target can be defined as the product of the three
affinities, which is given by
ai,t = si,t · ci,t · zi,t. (4)
The generated object proposals are ranked according to the
combined affinity values in descending order. The proposed
ranking strategy can effectively filter out noisy object propos-
als. As a result, only a small number of high-quality ranked
object proposals are retained for maintaining high recall.
C. Application of TOPG to Visual Tracking
Since the proposed TOPG method can effectively recall a
specified target, it may be applied to most existing visual
object trackers as the sample selection component. In this sub-
section, we propose a TOPG-based tracker (i.e., TOPGT) for
object tracking. The proposed TOPGT employs the framework
of tracking-by-detection. However, different from the CNN
classifier used in other trackers (such as MDNet [26]), where
the CNN classifier is trained by drawing training samples
from a specified probability distribution, the objects proposals
generated by TOPG on the previous frame are used to train
the CNN classifier in TOPGT. The generated object proposals
usually contain some candidate windows similar to the target
(i.e., hard negative samples). Therefore, the classifier trained
from these object proposals is not sensitive to the background
distractors, which are similar to the tracked target.
The CNN structure adopted in TOPGT is shown in Table I.
In Table I, the convolutional layer is denoted by C(q, d, nIn,
nOut), where the kernel size of the filters is q×q, d denotes the
stride, nIn and nOut respectively denote the number of the
input feature maps and the number of the output feature maps.
Each convolutional layer is activated by a rectified linear unit
(ReLU) [44]. P(q, d) denotes the max-pooling layer, whose
kernel size is q×q. F(o) denotes the fully connected layer and
the number of the output nodes is o. The first six layers of the
CNN structure in Table I are the same as the corresponding
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layers of the VGG-M net [45], while the last three layers of
the CNN structure of TOPGT are the fully connected layers,
which is used as a classifier.
In the procedure of training the CNN classifier in TOPGT,
we firstly initialize the weights of all the four convolutional
layers shown in Table I by using the corresponding weights
obtained by the VGG-M net, which is trained on the ILSVRC-
2012 dataset [46]. The weights of the three fully connected
layers are initialized with a Gaussian distribution with a zero
mean and the variance equal to 10−2. Effective CNN features
can be extracted by using the corresponding weights from the
VGG-M net. Then, we fine-tune the CNN classifier by using
the object proposals generated by TOPG, by which the CNN
classifier can discriminate a target from the background. If
the CNN classifier in the proposed tracker is not fine-tuned by
using the object proposals generated by TOPG, the tracker may
be easily distracted by the objects that are similar to the tracked
target. The main reason is that the VGG-M net is trained for
the task of image classification, which mainly focuses on inter-
class distinguishability instead of target distinguishability. In
our implementation, both positive samples and negative sam-
ples are selected from the object proposals generated by TOPG
by using a threshold on the Intersection over Union (IoU)
ratio. We define the IoU ratio as PBB
⋂
TBB
PBB
⋃
TBB , where PBB
and TBB denote the bounding box of a generated proposal
window and the target region derived from the previous frame,
respectively. The positive samples and the negative samples
are the object proposals having IoU > ϕ or IoU < ω,
respectively. Because that the number of positive samples may
be far less than that of negative samples, which will cause the
class imbalance problem, we also sample N˜ target candidates
around the location of the tracked target in the previous frame
for data augmentation. The N˜ target candidates are generated
by adding Gaussian noise to the bounding box of the tracked
target in the previous frame (i.e., [x˜, y˜, w˜, h˜]), where x˜, y˜
respectively denote the horizontal and vertical coordinates of
the top-left corner, and w˜, h˜ respectively denote the width
and height of the target bounding box. The mean of the
Gaussian noise is set to zero and the covariance matrix is
diag(0.01w˜2,0.01h˜2,0.01w˜2,0.01w˜2).
In the tracking procedure, the object proposals, which are
generated by TOPG from the search window around the
target tracked in the previous frame, are used as the target
candidates. The trained CNN classifier is then used to predict
the probability of each object proposal being the tracked target.
The tracked target is located by choosing the object proposal,
which has the highest probability. Since the object proposals
generated by TOPG are robust to occlusions, scale variations,
serious deformation, etc., the proposed TOPGT can obtain
excellent tracking performance even in challenging scenarios.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we firstly evaluate the performance of
the proposed TOPG method for object proposal generation,
and compare it with several state-of-the-art object proposal
generation methods. Then we demonstrate the performance
of the proposed TOPG-based tracker and compare it against
several state-of-the-art visual trackers. We use two recently
published challenging visual tracking datasets: OTB-2013 [12]
and UAV20L [13], to conduct both the object proposal gener-
ation and visual tracking experiments. The OTB-2013 dataset
consists of 50 test video sequences with different annotated
attributes, which include background clutter, occlusions, mo-
tion blur, etc. The UAV20L dataset consists of 20 annotated
high-definition videos captured by a drone from a low-altitude
aerial perspective, and it is specially collected for the task of
long-term visual tracking. In the UAV20L dataset, the shortest
and longest video sequences have 1, 717 and 5, 527 frames,
respectively.
For the task of object proposal generation, we adopt the
Intersection over Union (IoU) metric [12] as the evaluation
measure. IoU is set to 0.5, which is used as a threshold to
check whether an object proposal hits a target. The number
of the bins of the histograms, which are used to estimate the
probability distributions of the pixels from the target and the
background, is set to 32. The number of proposal windows
generated by EdgeBoxes is set to 1000. γ is set to 0.4. N˜ ,
which denotes the number of target candidate windows to be
sampled from a Gaussian distribution, is set as 100.
For the task of visual tracking, we report the distance
precision (DP) and the success rate results in one-pass eval-
uation (OPE) and spatial robustness evaluation (SRE) criteria
introduced as in [12]. DP is the relative number of frames in
a video sequence, where the Euclidean distance between the
center location of the estimated target and the ground truth
center location of the target is smaller than a threshold. The
success rate is defined as the percentage of frames, where the
overlap between the estimated bounding box and the ground
truth bounding box is greater than a threshold η ∈ (0, 1].
Following [31], [25], [12]. the DP values are reported at a
threshold of 20 pixels, and the success rates are reported by
setting the overlap threshold η to 0.5. SRE tests the robustness
of a tracker with different initial positions by slightly shifting
or scaling the ground truth bounding boxes.
A. Evaluation of TOPG for Object Proposal Generation
First, we evaluate how the value of the interval κ, which
is used to update the foreground probability distributions (see
Eq. (1)), affects the recall obtained by the proposed TOPG
method when varying the number of object proposals. We
empirically set the weight factor λ to be a constant value 0.01.
Fig. 4(a) shows the results obtained by the TOPG method
when using different κ values. As can be seen, the recall
obtained by the proposed TOPG method decreases slightly as
the value of κ increases when the number of object proposals is
greater than 100. The reason is that the foreground probability
distributions are less frequently updated when the value of κ is
high. Nevertheless, the proposed TOPG method still performs
well, which means it is robust to appearance variations. In the
following experiments, the value of κ is empirically set to 30
to balance the recall and the computational complexity.
We compare the proposed TOPG method with several state-
of-the-art object proposal generation methods in terms of
recall. We select the following four methods for compari-
son: CADM [47], MSTE [48], EdgeBoxes [9] and Selective
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Fig. 4. The recall curves obtained by the proposed TOPG method and the other four competing object proposal generation methods. (a) The trade-off
between the number of object proposals in each image and the recall obtained by the proposed TOPG method for object proposal generation when varying
the value of the interval κ on the OTB-2013 dataset. (b)-(c) The trade-off between the number of object proposals in each image and the recall for object
proposal generation on the OTB-2013 dataset and the UAV20L dataset, respectively.
Fig. 5. Qualitative target-specific object proposal generation results obtained by the proposed TOPG method on some videos of the OTB-2013 and the
UAV20L datasets. Only top ten generated proposals are shown in the test images.
TABLE II
THE RECALL OBTAINED BY THE PROPOSED TOPG METHOD AND THE
OTHER FOUR COMPETING METHODS FOR TARGET-SPECIFIC OBJECT
PROPOSAL GENERATION WHEN VARYING THE NUMBER OF OBJECT
PROPOSALS ON THE OTB-2013 DATASET.
Methods Number of Object Proposals50 100 200 500 1,000
CADM 0.335 0.458 0.587 0.703 0.733
MSTE 0.250 0.444 0.574 0.626 0.634
EdgeBoxes 0.605 0.741 0.852 0.928 0.928
SelectiveSearch 0.257 0.383 0.528 0.726 0.834
TOPG 0.951 0.981 0.989 0.991 0.991
TABLE III
THE RECALL OBTAINED BY THE PROPOSED TOPG METHOD AND THE
OTHER FOUR COMPETING METHODS FOR TARGET-SPECIFIC OBJECT
PROPOSAL GENERATION WHEN VARYING THE NUMBER OF OBJECT
PROPOSALS ON THE UAV20L DATASET.
Methods Number of Object Proposals50 100 200 500 1,000
CADM 0.436 0.512 0.577 0.617 0.633
MSTE 0.304 0.432 0.521 0.592 0.615
EdgeBoxes 0.714 0.776 0.830 0.861 0.861
SelectiveSearch 0.326 0.447 0.556 0.652 0.702
TOPG 0.910 0.923 0.927 0.929 0.929
Search [8]. The four competing methods are selected since
they are closely related to the proposed TOPG method: Se-
lective Search and CADM are based on image segmentation;
MSTE and EdgeBoxes are based on the boundary or the edge
feature. Fig. 4(b) shows the comparison results on the OTB-
2013 dataset. As can be seen from Fig. 4(b) and Table II, the
recall obtained by the proposed TOPG method is the highest
among those obtained by the competing methods, and it is
higher than that of the other competing methods by 34%-
70% when the top 50 ranked object proposals are used for
calculating the recall. Although we only use the top 50 ranked
object proposals for calculating the recall, the results we obtain
are still better than those obtained by the competing methods
even when they use the top 1000 ranked object proposals
(about 2% - 31%).
The proposed TOPG method achieves excellent perfor-
mance since it uses two cues (i.e., color and edge) to generate
object proposals. In contrast, EdgeBoxes only uses the infor-
mation of edge, which is less effective in generating correct
object proposals since it can be easily influenced by motion
blur, low contrast, etc. However, the EdgeBoxes algorithm
is still better than the other three competing methods (i.e.,
CADM, MSTE and SelectiveSearch) since these three methods
tend to generate correct object proposals for complete objects
only, while a tracked target may be occluded and only a part
Fig. 4. The recall curves obtained by the proposed TOPG ethod and the other four competing object proposal generation methods. (a) The trade-off
between the number of object proposals in each image and the recall obtained by the proposed TOPG method for object proposal generation when varying
the value of the interval κ on the OTB-2013 dataset. (b)-(c) The trade-off between the number of object proposals in each image and the recall for object
proposal generation on the OTB-2013 dataset and the UAV20L dataset, respectively.
Fig. 5. Qu litative targe -specific object proposal generation results obtained by the proposed TOPG method on some videos of the OTB-2013 and the
UAV20L datasets. Only top ten generated proposals are shown in the test images.
TABLE II
THE RECALL OBTAINED BY THE PROPOSED TOPG METHOD AND THE
OTHER FOUR COMPETING METHODS FOR TARGET-SPECIFIC OBJECT
PROPOSAL GENERATION WHEN VARYING THE NUMBER OF OBJECT
PROPOSALS ON THE OTB-2013 DATASET.
Methods Number of Object Proposals50 100 200 50 1,000
CADM 0.335 0.458 0.587 0.703 0.733
MSTE 0.250 0.444 0.574 0.626 0.634
EdgeBoxes 0.605 0.741 0.852 0.928 0.928
SelectiveSearch 0.257 0.383 0.528 0.726 0.834
TOPG 0.951 0.981 0.989 0.991 0.991
TABLE III
THE RECALL OBTAINED BY THE PROPOSED TOPG METHOD AND THE
OTHER FOUR COMPETING METHODS FOR TARGET-SPECIFIC OBJECT
PROPOSAL GENERATION WHEN VARYING THE NUMBER OF OBJECT
PROPOSALS ON THE UAV20L DATASET.
Methods Number of Object Proposals50 100 200 500 1,000
CADM 0.436 0.512 0.577 0.617 0.633
MSTE 0.304 0.432 0.521 0.592 0.615
EdgeBoxes 0.714 0.776 0.830 0.861 0.861
SelectiveSearch 0.326 0.447 0.556 0.652 0.702
TOPG 0.910 0.923 0.927 0.929 0.929
Search [8]. The four competing methods are selected since
they are closely related to the proposed TOPG method: Se-
lective Search and CADM are based on image segmentation;
MSTE and EdgeBoxes are based on the boundary or the edge
feature. Fig. 4(b) shows the c parison results on the OTB-
2013 dat set. As can be seen from Fig. 4(b) and Table II, the
recall obtained by the proposed TOPG method is the highest
among those obtained by the competing methods, and it is
higher than that of the other competing methods by 34%-
70% when the top 50 ranked object proposals are used for
calculating the recall. Althou h we only use the op 50 ranked
object proposals for calcula ing the recall, the r sults we obtain
ar still better than those btained by th c mpeting methods
even when they use the top 1000 ranked object proposals
(about 2% - 31%).
The proposed TOPG method achieves excellent perfor-
mance since it uses two cues (i.e., color and edge) to generate
object proposals. In contrast, EdgeBoxes only uses the infor-
mation of edge, which is less effective in generating correct
object proposals since it can be easily influenced by motion
blur, low contr st, etc. Howev r, the EdgeBoxes algorithm
is still better than th other three competing m thods (i.e.,
CADM, MSTE and SelectiveSearch) since these three methods
tend to generate correct object proposals for complete objects
only, while a tracked target may be occluded and only a part
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Fig. 6. The precision and success plots obtained by several variants of the
proposed tracker and the MDNet tracker on the OTB-2013 dataset.
of the target object can be seen in such a case.
The recall curves obtained by the five competing methods
on the UAV20L dataset are shown in Fig 4(c). As can be
seen, the proposed TOPG method outperforms the other four
competing methods, especially when only the top 50 ranked
object proposals are used to calculate the recall. Table III
shows the quantitative comparison results. The recall obtained
by the proposed TOPG method is higher than that of the other
four competing methods by about 18%-60% when only the top
50 ranked object proposals are used to calculate the recall.
Generally, the performance ranking of the five competing
methods is similar to that on the OTB-2013 dataset. However,
the recall results obtained by the five competing methods on
the UAV20L dataset are worse than those on the OTB-2013
dataset, especially for the case that more than 200 ranked
object proposals are used. The main reason is that the UAV20L
dataset contains many challenging video sequences, where the
size of objects is very small.
Fig. 5 shows several qualitative results obtained by the
proposed TOPG method on the OTB-2013 and UAV20L
datasets. As can be seen, the proposed TOPG method can
effectively hit the targets even when only the top 10 ranked
object proposals are used, since TOPG can effectively re-rank
object proposals by using multiple prior information of the
tracked targets. Moreover, the generated object proposals by
using TOPG inherently include better scale estimation for the
targets.
B. Evaluation of TOPG for Visual Tracking
In this subsection, we demonstrate the performance of
the proposed TOPG-based tracker (TOPGT) and compare it
against seven state-of-the-art visual trackers (i.e., ECO [36],
MDNet [26], SRDCF [49], KCF [25], SAMF [50], KCFDP [4]
and TLD [23]) on both the OTB-2013 dataset and the UAV20L
dataset. The seven competing trackers are closely related to
the proposed tracker, since all the competing trackers follow
the framework of tracking-by-detection. Furthermore, KCFDP
is based on object proposal generation. Among the competing
trackers, MDNet is the winner of the VOT2015 challenge [51],
and ECO is a quite competitive tracker based on correlation
filters and CNN features.
In the implementation of the proposed TOPGT, the size of
the search window is set as 5 times of that of the target window
obtained from the previous frame. We use top 500 ranked
object proposals generated by TOPG for visual tracking. The
threshold ϕ and ω are respectively set to 0.7 and 0.5 to select
positive and negative samples in the procedure of training the
CNN classifier in the proposed TOPGT.
1) Ablation Analysis: Several components (such as the
components of object proposal generation and the classifier)
are involved in the proposed TOPGT. In this subsection, we
examine how these components affect the performance of the
proposed TOPGT for visual tracking.
EdgeBoxes is used as a baseline object proposal generation
algorithm. Thus, we also apply the Edgeboxes algorithm to
the proposed TOPGT tracker and evaluate this variant as
a comparison. To do so, we replace the object proposals
generated by TOPG with those generated by Edgeboxes,
while the other components in the proposed TOPGT tracker
are the same. For convenience, we call the above variant
as TOPGT EB. Moreover, we apply the object proposals
generated by the proposed TOPG method to MDNet as an
effective sample selection component. In the test procedure
of MDNet, hundreds of target candidates are generated from
a 2D Gaussian distribution whose mean and variance are
calculated by using the width and the height of the target
obtained from the previous frame (please refer to [26] for
more details). However, the target candidates generated from
a specified Gaussian distribution may not contain the tracked
target when the target suffers from the challenges of occlu-
sions, fast motion, deformation, etc. In contrast, the object
proposals generated by the proposed TOPG method usually
contain the tracked target. Thus, we can improve MDNet by
collecting the object proposals generated by TOPG and the
target candidates sampled from the Gaussian distribution as
new target candidates, while the other parameter settings in
MDNet are fixed. For convenience, we called the improved
MDNet tracker as MDNet+. Fig. 6(a) shows the precision
plots of the DP results obtained by TOPGT EB, MDNet,
MDNet+ and the proposed tracker, respectively. As can be
seen, TOPGT EB obtains the worst performance since the
target recall obtained by using the Edgeboxes algorithm is low.
In contrast, the proposed tracker obtains better performance
than TOPGT EB. The reason is that the proposed tracker
uses the proposed TOPG method instead of the Edgeboxes
algorithm as an effective sample selection strategy. The object
proposals generated by our TOPG method usually contain
hard negative samples (e.g., similar objects), which are not
easily selected by the other sample selection strategies. When
the object proposals generated by TOPG are used to train
the classifier in the proposed tracker, the trained classifier
has more discriminative ability for similar objects than the
classifier trained in TOPGT EB. In addition, the proposed
TOPG method increases the target recall in the procedure
of target detection, which reduces the probability of drift of
the proposed tracker. Therefore, the proposed tracker obtains
better performance than TOPGT EB. The precision obtained
by MDNet+ is higher than that of MDNet by about 2%,
which means TOPG can also be used to improve the MDNet
tracker. Of course, the proposed TOPG method can be used by
some other existing trackers as a key component to improve
the performance of those trackers. The success plots of OPE
Fig. 6. The precision and success plots obtained by several variants of the
proposed tracker and the MDNet tracker on the OTB-2013 dataset.
of the target object can be seen in such a case.
The r call curves obtained by the five competing methods
on the UAV20L dataset are shown in Fig 4(c). As can be
seen, th proposed TOPG method outperforms the other four
competing methods, especially when only the top 50 ranked
object proposals are used to calculate the recall. Table III
shows the quantitative comparison results. The recall obtained
by the proposed TOPG method is higher than that of the other
four competing methods by about 18%-60% when only the top
50 ranked object proposals are used to calculate the recall.
Generally, the performance ranking f the five c mpeting
me ods is simil r to that on the OTB-2013 dataset. However,
the recall r sults obtained by the five competing methods on
the UAV20L dataset are worse than those on the OTB-2013
dataset, especially for the case that more than 200 ranked
object proposals are used. The main reason is that the UAV20L
dataset contains many challenging video sequences, where the
size of objects is very small.
Fig. 5 shows several qualitative results obtained by the
proposed TOPG metho o the OTB-2013 and UAV20L
datasets. As can be see , the proposed TOPG method can
effectiv ly hit the targets even when only the top 10 ranked
object proposals are used, since TOPG can effectively re-rank
object proposals by using multiple prior information of the
tracked targets. Moreover, the generated object proposals by
using TOPG inherently include better scale estimation for the
targets.
B. Evaluation of TOPG for Visual Tracking
In this subsection, we demonstrate the performance of
the proposed TOPG-based tracker (TOPGT) and compare it
against seven state-of-the-art visual trackers (i.e., ECO [36],
MDNet [26], SRDCF [49], KCF [25], SAMF [50], KCFDP [4]
and TLD [23]) on both the OTB-2013 dataset and the UAV20L
dat set. The seven competing trackers are cl sely related to
the proposed track r, since all the competing trackers follow
the framework of tracking-by-detection. Furthermore, KCFDP
is based on object proposal generation. Among the competing
trackers, MDNet is the winner of the VOT2015 challenge [51],
and ECO is a quite competitive tracker based on correlation
filters and CNN features.
In the implementation of the proposed TOPGT, the size of
the search window is set as 5 times of that of the target window
obtained from the previous frame. We use top 500 ranked
object proposals generated by TOPG for visual tracking. The
threshold ϕ and ω are respectively set to 0.7 and 0.5 to select
positive and negative samples in the procedure of training the
CNN classifier in the proposed TOPGT.
1) Ablation Analysis: Several components (such as the
c mponents of object proposal generation and the classifier)
are involved in the proposed TOPGT. In this subsection, we
examine how these components affect the performance of the
proposed TOPGT for visual tracking.
EdgeBoxes is used as a baseline object proposal generation
algorithm. Thus, we also apply the Edgeboxes algorithm to
the proposed TOPGT tracker and evaluate this variant as
a comparison. To do so, w replace the o ject proposals
generated by TOPG wi th se generated by Edgeboxes,
while the other components in the proposed TOPGT tracker
are the same. For convenience, we call the above variant
as TOPGT EB. Moreover, we apply the object proposals
generated by the proposed TOPG method to MDNet as an
effective sample selection component. In the test procedure
of MDNet, hundreds of target candidates are generated from
a 2D Gaussian distribution whose mean and variance are
calculated by using the width and the height of the target
obtained from the previous frame (please refer to [26] for
more details). However, the target candidates generated from
a specified Gaussian distribution may not contain the tracked
target when the target suffers from the challenges of occlu-
sions, fast motion, deformation, etc. In contrast, the object
proposals generated by the proposed TOPG method usually
contain the tracked target. Thus, we can improve MDNet by
collecting the object proposals generated by TOPG and the
target andidates sampled from the Gaussian distribution as
new arget candidates, while the other parameter settings in
MDNet are fixed. For convenience, we called the improved
MDNet tracker as MDNet+. Fig. 6(a) shows the precision
plots of the DP results obtained by TOPGT EB, MDNet,
MDNet+ and the proposed tracker, respectively. As can be
seen, TOPGT EB obtains the worst performance since the
target recall obtained by using the Edgeboxes algorithm is low.
In contrast, the proposed tracker obtains better performance
than TOPGT EB. The reason is hat t e proposed tracker
uses th proposed TOPG method in tead of the Edgeboxes
algorithm as an effective sample selection strategy. The object
proposals generated by our TOPG method usually contain
hard negative samples (e.g., similar objects), which are not
easily selected by the other sample selection strategies. When
the object proposals generated by TOPG are used to train
the classifier in the proposed tracker, the trained classifier
has more discriminative ability for similar objects than the
classifier trained in TOPGT EB. In additi n, the proposed
TOPG method increases th target recall in the procedure
of target detection, which reduces the probability of drift of
the proposed tracker. Therefore, the proposed tracker obtains
better performance than TOPGT EB. The precision obtained
by MDNet+ is higher than that of MDNet by about 2%,
which means TOPG can also be used to improve the MDNet
tracker. Of course, the proposed TOPG method can be used by
some other existing trackers as a key component to improve
the performance of those trackers. The success plots of OPE
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Fig. 7. The precision and success plots of the eight competing trackers on the OTB-2013 dataset with different evaluation criteria. (a)-(b) The OPE results
obtained by the eight competing trackers. (c)-(d) The SRE results obtained by the eight competing trackers.
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Fig. 8. The precision and success plots of the eight competing trackers on the eight attributes (i.e., (a) deformation, (b) in-plane rotation, (c) low resolution,
(d) out of view, (e) fast motion, (f) illumination variation, (g) motion blur, (h) scale variation) of the video sequences in the OTB-2013 dataset with OPE.
results obtained by TOPGT EB, MDNet, MDNet+ and the
proposed tracker are shown in Fig. 6(b). As can be seen, the
proposed tracker and MDNet+, which is improved by using
the proposed TOPG method, still obtain better performance.
2) Compare with Several State-of-the-art Trackers: Fig. 7
shows the precision and success curves obtained by the eight
competing trackers using the OPE and SRE evaluation criteria
on the OTB-2013 dataset. As can be seen, the proposed
tracker outperforms the other competing six trackers (except
for ECO) in terms of OPE, and outperforms the other six
competing trackers (except for MDNet) in terms of SRE.
As shown in Fig. 7(a), the precision result obtained by the
proposed TOPGT in OPE is 93.1%, which is better than those
obtained by all other seven competing trackers. Moreover, the
precision obtained by the proposed TOPGT is higher than that
of the KCF tracker by 19.1%. Note that KCFDP uses the
EdgeBoxes algorithm to generate object proposals for visual
tracking. However, both the precision and the success rates
obtained by the proposed TOPGT are significantly better than
those of KCFDP, which means the proposed TOPG method
is beneficial for visual tracking. The precision and success
plots of the eight competing trackers in SRE are shown in
Fig. 7(c) and (d), respectively. As can be seen, the top two
most accurate trackers are still MDNet and the proposed
tracker. Although the tracked targets are initialized by slightly
shifting or scaling the ground truth with SRE, which means
the proposed tracker may estimate incorrect probability dis-
tributions of the targets, the proposed tracker still obtains
competitive results. The reason is that the proposed TOPG
method employed in TOPGT uses the trip-map scheme to
alleviate the problem of mislabeling the pixels from a target
and its background even when the tracked target is initialized
with a small bias. MDNET obtains better performance than
the proposed tracker in SRE since MDNet pre-trains a CNN
classifier on a tracking dataset, which provides the CNN
classifier with more discriminating power. One advantage of
the proposed tracker is that it can be easily generalized to
fit to other tracking datasets, since the CNN classifier in
TOPGT is trained in an online manner. In the remaining
six competing trackers, the KCF tracker obtains higher DP
values than TLD since the number of the training samples
used in the KCF tracker is more than those used in TLD.
However, the KCF tracker obtains lower DP values than the
other improved correlation filter based trackers (i.e., SRDCF,
Fig. 7. The precision and success plots of the eight competing trackers on the OTB-2013 dataset with different evaluation criteria. (a)-(b) The OPE results
obtained by the eight competing trackers. (c)-(d) The SRE results obtained by the eight competing trackers.
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Fig. 7. The pr cision and success plots of the eight competing trackers on the OTB-2013 dataset with different evaluation criteria. (a)-(b) The OPE results
obtained by the eight competing trackers. (c)-(d) The SRE results obtained by the eight competing trackers.
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Fig. 8. The precision and success plots of the eight competing trackers on the eight attributes (i.e., (a) deformation, (b) in-plane rotation, (c) low resolution,
(d) out of view, (e) fast motion, (f) illumination variation, (g) motion blur, (h) scale variation) of the video sequences in the OTB-2013 dataset with OPE.
results obtained by TOPGT EB, MDNet, MDNet+ and the
proposed tracker are shown in Fig. 6(b). As can be seen, the
proposed tracker and MDNet+, which is improved by using
the proposed TOPG method, still obtain better performance.
2) Compare with Several State-of-the-art Trackers: Fig. 7
shows the precision and success curves obtained by the eight
competing trackers using the OPE and SRE evaluation criteria
on the OTB-2013 dataset. As can be seen, the proposed
tracker outperforms the other competing six trackers (except
for ECO) in terms of OPE, and outperforms the other six
competing trackers (except for MDNet) in terms of SRE.
As shown in Fig. 7(a), the precision result obtained by the
proposed TOPGT in OPE is 93.1%, which is better than those
obtained by all other seven competing trackers. Moreover, the
precision obtained by the proposed TOPGT is higher than that
of the KCF tracker by 19.1%. Note that KCFDP uses the
EdgeBoxes algorithm to generate object proposals for visual
tracking. However, both the precision and the success rates
obtained by the proposed TOPGT are significantly better than
those of KCFDP, which means the proposed TOPG method
is beneficial for visual tracking. The precision and success
plots of the eight competing trackers in SRE are shown in
Fig. 7(c) and (d), respectively. As can be seen, the top two
most accurate trackers are still MDNet and the proposed
tracker. Although the tracked targets are initialized by slightly
shifting or scaling the ground truth with SRE, which means
the proposed tracker may estimate incorrect probability dis-
tributions of the targets, the proposed tracker still obtains
competitive results. The reason is that the proposed TOPG
method employed in TOPGT uses the trip-map scheme to
alleviate the problem of mislabeling the pixels from a target
and its background even when the tracked target is initialized
with a small bias. MDNET obtains better performance than
the proposed tracker in SRE since MDNet pre-trains a CNN
classifier on a tracking dataset, which provides the CNN
classifier with more discriminating power. One advantage of
the proposed tracker is that it can be easily generalized to
fit to other tracking datasets, since the CNN classifier in
TOPGT is trained in an online manner. In the remaining
six competing trackers, the KCF tracker obtains higher P
values than TLD since the number of the training samples
used in the KCF tracker is more than those used in TLD.
However, the KCF tracker obtains lower DP values than the
other improved correlation filter based trackers (i.e., SRDCF,
Fig. 8. The precision and success plots of the eight competing trackers on the eight attributes (i.e., (a) deformation, (b) in-plane rotation, (c) low resolution,
(d) out of view, (e) fast motion, (f) illumination variation, (g) motion blur, (h) scale variation) of the video sequences in the OTB-2013 dataset with OPE.
results obtained by TOPGT EB, MDNet, MDNet+ and the
proposed tracker are shown in Fig. 6(b). As can be seen, the
proposed tracker and MDNet+, which is improved by using
the propo ed TOPG method, still obtain bet er performance.
2) Compare with Several State-of-the-art Trackers: Fig. 7
shows th precision and succ ss curves obtained by the eight
competing trackers using th OPE and SRE valuation criteria
on the OTB-2013 dataset. As can be seen, the proposed
tracker outperforms the other competing six track rs ( xcept
for ECO) in terms of P , and outperforms the other six
competing trackers (except for MDNe ) in terms of SRE.
As shown i Fig. 7(a), t preci ion result obtained by the
proposed TOPGT in OPE is 93.1%, which is better than thos
obtained by all other seven competing trackers. Moreover, the
precision obtained by the proposed TOPGT is higher than that
of the KCF tracker by 19.1%. Note that KCFDP uses the
EdgeBoxes algorithm to generate object proposals for visual
tracking. However, both the precision and the success rates
obtained by the proposed TOPGT are significantly better than
those of KCFDP, whi h m ans the proposed TOPG method is
beneficial for visual tracking. The precision and success plots
of the eight competing trackers in SRE are shown in Fig. 7(c)
and (d), respectively. As can be seen, the top two most accurate
trackers are still MDNet and the proposed tracker. Although
t e tracked targets are initialized by slightly shifting or scal-
ing the ground truth with SRE, which means the proposed
tracker may estimat incorrect robability di ributions of the
targets, the proposed tracker still obtains competitive results.
The reason is that the proposed TOPG ethod e ployed in
TOPGT uses the trip-map scheme to alleviate the problem
of mislabeling the pixels from a target and its background
even when the tracked target is initi lized with a small
bias. MDNET obtains better performanc than the proposed
tracker in SRE since MDNet pre-trains a CNN classifier on a
tracking dataset, which provides t e CNN clas ifier with more
discriminating power. One advantage of the proposed tracker
is that t can be easily ge ralized to fit to other tracking
datasets, since th CNN classifier in TOPGT is trained in
an online manner. In the re aining six competing trackers,
the KCF tracker obtains higher DP values than TLD since
the number of the training samples used in the KCF tracker
is more than those used in TLD. However, the KCF tracker
obtains lower DP values than the other improved correlation
filter based trackers (i.e., SRDCF, KCFDP and SAMF), since
these trackers have addressed some limits in the KCF tracker.
For example, SRDCF learns a better classifier by selecting
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Fig. 9. The precision and success plots of the eight competing trackers on the UAV20L dataset with different evaluation criteria. (a)-(b) The OPE results
obtained by the eight competing trackers. (c)-(d) The SRE results obtained by the eight competing trackers.
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Fig. 10. The precision plots of the eight competing trackers on the video sequences with eight attributes (i.e., (a) camera motion, (b) aspect ratio change,
(c) fast motion, (d) full occlusion, (e) illumination variation, (f) similar object, (g) scale variation, (h) partial occlusion) in the UAV20L dataset with OPE.
KCFDP and SAMF), since these trackers have addressed some
limits in the KCF tracker. For example, SRDCF learns a
better classifier by selecting high-quality negative and positive
samples using a spatial regularization strategy. The proposed
TOPGT obtains excellent performance since it can effectively
detect a tracked target. In addition, TOPGT also benefits from
the good discriminating power of the CNN classifier.
Fig. 8 shows the precision and success results obtained
by the eight competing trackers on the eight attributes (i.e.,
camera motion, aspect ratio change, fast motion, full occlu-
sion, illumination variation, similar object, scale variation,
and partial occlusion) of the video sequences in the OTB-2013
dataset. As can be seen, the proposed tracker is superior to
most of the competing trackers (except for MDNet and ECO)
on these video sequences. The reason is that the proposed
tracker locates a target by selecting the object proposals gener-
ated by TOPG, which is robust for target appearance variations
and occlusion. More specifically, the response map, which is
generated by using the color information, can efficiently sup-
press most of the noisy information from the background and
it can highlight the target. Thus, high-quality object proposals
can be generated from the response map even when the target
suffers from the problems of background clutter or out-of-
plane rotation. Moreover, the response map is complementary
to its original image for addressing the problem of weak edges
caused by motion blur and low contrast. Thus, the proposed
tracker obtains superior performance on the video sequences
with motion blur.
To evaluate the performance of the eight competing trackers
for long-term tracking, we test the eight competing trackers on
the UAV20L dataset. Fig. 9 shows the precision and success
plots of the OPE results obtained by the eight competing
trackers. As can be seen, the precision and success plots
obtained by the proposed TOPGT in OPE are significantly
higher than those obtained by the other competing trackers,
especially higher than those obtained by MDNet about 9%
and 7%, respectively. The main reason is that the proposed
tracker utilizes the object proposals generated by the proposed
TOPG method to train a robust CNN classifier and re-detect
the target. Moreover, the object proposals generated by TOPG
are robust for occlusions and deformation, which makes the
proposed tracker effective for long-term tracking. Among the
competing trackers, ECO obtains better performance than the
other correlation filter based methods (i.e., SRDCF, KCFDP,
SAMF and KCF), since ECO effectively learns a convolution
operator, which enables an elegant fusion of multi-resolution
Fig. 9. The precision and success plots of the eight competing trackers on the UAV20L dataset with different evaluation criteria. (a)-(b) The OPE results
obtained by the eight competing trackers. (c)-(d) The SRE results obtained by the eight competing trackers.
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Fig. 9. The precision and success plots of the eight competing trackers on the UAV20L dataset with different evaluation criteria. (a)-(b) The OPE results
obtained by the eight competing trackers. (c)-(d) The SRE results obtained by the eight competing trackers.
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Fig. 10. The precision plots of the eight competing trackers on the video sequences with eight attributes (i.e., (a) camera motion, (b) aspect ratio change,
(c) fast motion, (d) full occlusion, (e) illumination variation, (f) similar object, (g) scale variation, (h) partial occlusion) in the UAV20L dataset with OPE.
KCFDP and SAM ), since these trackers have addressed some
limits in the KCF tra ker. For ex mple, SRDCF learns a
better clas ifier by selectin high-quality negative and p sitive
samples using a spatial regularization strategy. The propos d
TOPGT obtains excellent performance since it can effectively
detect a tracked target. In additi n, TOPGT also benefits from
the good discriminating power of the CNN clas ifier.
Fig. 8 s ows th precision and succ ss results obtain d
by the eigh competing trackers on the eight attrib tes (i.e.,
camera motion, aspect ratio change, fast motion, full occlu-
sion, illumination variation, similar object, scal variation,
and partial o clusion) of the vide sequences in the OTB-2013
dataset. As an b seen, the proposed tracker is superior to
mos of the comp ting trackers (except for MDNet and ECO)
on these video sequ nces. The reason is that the propos d
tracker locates a target by selecting the object p oposals gener-
te by TOPG, which is robust for arget appearance variations
and occlusion. More specifically, the response map, which is
generated by using the color informati n, can efficiently sup-
press most of the noisy information from the background and
it can highlight the target. Thus, high-quality object proposals
can be generated from the response map even when the target
suffers from the problems of background clutter or out-of-
plane rotation. Moreover, the respons map is c mpl mentary
to it original image for d ressing the problem of weak edg s
caused by motion blur and l w contrast. Thus, the proposed
tracker obtains superior performance on the video sequences
with motion blur.
To evaluate he performance of the eight competing trackers
for long-term tr cking, we test the eig t competi g trackers on
the UAV20L dataset. Fig. 9 shows the precision and success
plots of the OPE r sults obtained by the eight competing
trackers. As can be se n, the precision and success plots
obtained by t e pr posed TOPGT in OPE are si nificantly
higher than those obtained by the other competing trackers,
especially higher than t ose obtained by MDNet about 9%
and 7%, respectively. The main reason is that the r se
tracker utilizes the object proposals gener ted by the propos d
TOPG method t train a robust CNN c assifi an re-detect
th target. Moreover, the object propos ls generated by TOPG
are r bust for occlusions and deformation, which makes t e
proposed tracker effective for long-term tracking. Among t e
competing trackers, ECO obtains better p rformance than the
other correlation filter based methods (i.e., SRDCF, KCFDP,
SAMF and KCF), since ECO ffectively learns a conv l ti
operator, which enables an elegant fusion of multi-resolution
Fig. 10. The precision plots of the eight competing trackers on the video sequences with eight attributes (i.e., (a) camera motion, (b) aspect ratio change,
(c) fast motion, (d) full occlusion, (e) illumination variation, (f) similar object, (g) scale variation, (h) partial occlusion) in the UAV20L dataset with OPE.
high-quality negative and positive samples using a spatial
regularization strategy. The proposed TOPGT obtains excellent
performance since it can effectively detect a tracked target. In
addition, TOPGT also benefits from the good discriminating
power of the CNN classifier.
Fig. 8 shows the precision and suc ess res lts t i d
by the eight competing rackers o the eight attri (i.e.,
camera motion, aspect atio change, fast motio , lu-
sion, illumin tion vari tion, similar object, scale i ti n,
and partial occlusion) of the video sequences in the T -2013
dataset. As can be seen, the proposed tracker is superior to
most of the competing trackers (except for MDNet and ECO)
on these video sequences. The reason is that the proposed
tracker locates a target by selecting the object proposals gener-
ated by TOPG, which is robust for target appearance variations
and occlusion. More specifically, the response map, which is
generated by using the color information, can efficiently sup-
press most of the noisy informati n from the background and
it can highlight the target. Thu , high-quality object p oposals
can be gene ated from the response map even when the target
suffers from the problems of background clutter or out-of-
plane rotation. Moreover, the response map is complementary
to its original image for addressing the problem of weak edges
caused by motion blur and low contrast. Thus, the proposed
tracker obtains superior performance on the video sequences
with motion blur.
To evaluate the performance of the eight competing trackers
for long-term tracking, we test the eight competing trackers on
the UAV20L d tas t. Fig. 9 shows th precision and success
plots of the OPE results obtained by the eight competing
track rs. As can be seen, the precision and success plots
obtained by the pr posed TOPGT in OPE are sig ificantly
higher than those obtained by the other competing trackers,
especially higher than those obtained by MDNet about 9%
and 7%, respectively. The main reason is that the proposed
tracker utilizes the object proposals generated by the proposed
TOPG method to train a robust CNN classifier and re-detect
the target. Moreover, the object proposals generated by TOPG
are robust for occlusions and deformation, which makes the
proposed tracker effective for long-term tracking. Among the
competing trackers, ECO obtains better performance than the
other correlatio fi t r based methods (i.e., SRDCF, KCFDP,
SAMF and KCF), since ECO ef ectively learns a convolution
operator, which enables an elegant fusion of multi-resolution
CNN feature maps for visual tracking. Fig. 9 (c) and (d) show
the precision and success plots of the SRE results obtained
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Fig. 11. Several qualitative tracking results obtained by the eight competing trackers. (a)-(b) The obtained tracking results on the lemming and liquor video
sequences in the OTB-2013 dataset, respectively. (c)-(f) The obtained tracking results on the person7, car6, bike1 and person4 video sequences in the UAV20L
dataset, respectively.
by the eight competing trackers on the UAV20L dataset. It is
worthy of mentioning that the SRE evaluation criterion can
not show the merits of the proposed tracker. However, the
proposed TOPGT still obtains the best performance among
the competing trackers.
We also evaluate the eight competing trackers on the video
sequences with different attributes in the UAV20L dataset.
Fig. 10 shows the precision plots of the OPE results obtained
by the eight competing trackers on the video sequences with
the eight attributes (i.e., camera motion, aspect ratio change,
fast motion, full occlusion, illumination variation, similar
object, scale variation and partial occlusion). As can be seen,
the proposed tracker consistently outperforms the other seven
competing trackers by a large margin. Especially, the DP
obtained by the proposed TOPGT is higher than that obtained
by MDNet for about 5%-13% on the video sequences with the
eight attributes. The sample selection strategy in MDNet is less
effective for several challenging situations, such as occlusions,
fast motion, camera motion, similar objects, etc., since the
tracked target may not be sampled by using a Gaussian
distribution. Moreover, the classifier used in MDNet is not
explicitly trained to distinguish the objects, which are similar
to the tracked target. In contrast, the proposed tracker is quite
effective in handling the above eight challenging situations,
since the object proposals generated by the proposed TOPG
are used to train the classifier in the TOPGT and re-detect
the target. Fig. 11 shows several qualitative tracking results
obtained by the eight competing trackers. As can be seen,
the proposed tracker is quite robust for different challenging
situations.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a target-specific object
proposal generation (TOPG) method, which combines the
advantages of two important objectness cues (i.e., colors and
edges) to deal with the weakness of each cue for generating
object proposals for visual tracking. The integration of the
two cues ensures that the proposed TOPG method achieves
high recall of a specified target. We also give a theoretical
analysis to show that the proposed TOPG method can be
easily integrated into other scoring-based object proposal
generation methods to increase target recall. In addition, an
effective object proposal ranking strategy is proposed, by
which the proposed TOPG method significantly outperforms
several other state-of-the-art object proposal generation meth-
ods in terms of recall and accuracy. As experiments show,
even that only 50 object proposals are used to evaluate, the
proposed TOPG method still obtains higher recall than the
other object proposal generation methods using 1,000 object
proposals on two popular visual tracking datasets. Moreover,
we apply the proposed TOPG method to the task of visual
tracking, and propose a TOPG-based tracker (TOPGT) by
treating the proposed TOPG method as an effective sample
selection strategy in the procedures of both training a classifier
and detecting the target. Since the object proposals generated
by TOPG contain high-quality hard negative samples and
positive samples, the proposed TOPGT is robust for different
challenges in visual tracking. Experimental results show that
the proposed TOPGT achieves surprisingly excellent tracking
results and it outperforms most of the state-of-the-art trackers
on long-term videos.
APPENDIX A
THE ANALYSIS THAT TOPG CAN OBTAIN HIGHER
RECALL THAN THE SCORING-BASED OBJECT PROPOSAL
GENERATION METHODS
Assume that the number of object proposals is N , and each
image contains only one target. Let g : x→ yˆ ⊆ R4 denote an
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object proposal generation function, which can generate a set
of object proposals {yˆi}Ni=1 from an image x, where i denotes
the index of the object proposals. The optimal scoring-based
object proposal generation methods are learned by maximizing
the likelihood of correct object proposals as follows:
g∗ = argmax
g∈G
N∏
i=1
pi( max
yi∈g(xi)
ψ(yi, yˆ) ≥ ς | x,y), (A.1)
where pi(maxyi∈g(xi) ψ(yi, yˆ) ≥ ς | x,y) (abbreviated as
pi) denotes the conditional probability that the ith object
proposal generated by g∗ on the given image x hits the
target; ψ(yi, yˆ) measures the overlap between the ith object
proposal yˆi and the ground-truth bounding box y; ς denotes a
threshold. Scoring-based object proposal generation methods
usually utilize scoring functions to give each object proposal
a score according to a likelihood score how likely it contains
an object. Thus, the ith object proposal usually hits a target
with a higher probability than the (i + 1)th object proposal
(i.e., pi > pi+1). Similarly to pi, let pri denote the conditional
probability of the ith object proposal generated by g∗ on
the response map xr hitting the target. Because that the
response map xr obtained by the proposed TOPG method can
effectively suppress the noisy information and highlight the
target, the search space for generating object proposals on the
response map is significantly reduced. Thus, the probability
of the ith object proposal hitting the target in the response
map is usually higher than that derived from the original
image (i.e., pri > pi). To show that the top N ranked object
proposals generated by the proposed TOPG method can hit the
target with a higher probability than that N object proposals
generated by g∗, the difference (denoted by pd) between the
probability of the object proposals generated by g∗ and that
generated by TOPG is given as follows:
pd = pg − pt =
N∏
i=1
pi −
N
2∏
i=1
pi ∗
N
2∏
i=1
pri
=
N
2∏
i=1
pi
( N∏
i=N2 +1
pi −
N
2∏
i=1
pri
)
< 0,
(A.2)
where pg and pt respectively denote the probability of the
correct detections obtained by the proposed TOPG method
and that of g∗. Note that the top N ranked object proposals
generated by proposed TOPG method include N2 object pro-
posals generated on an original image and N2 object proposals
generated on the response map. The ratio τ between the
minuend and the subtractor in Eq. (A.2) can be written as:
τ =
∏N
i=N2 +1
pi∏N
2
i=1p
r
i
< 1. (A.3)
Since pi+N2 < pi and pi < p
r
i , pi+N2 < p
r
i . Therefore, τ < 1,
which means pg < pt. Thus, the proposed TOPG method can
achieve higher recall with a higher probability than that of
the existing scoring-based object proposal generation method,
which is integrated into the proposed TOPG method.
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